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Machine Learning inference requires the multiplication of large, sparse matrices. We argue that direct spatial implementation of these fixed matrices minimizes the work performed in the computation, and allows for significant reduction in latency and power through constant propagation and logic minimization. Bit-serial arithmetic enables massive static matrices to be implemented. We present the structure of our bit-serial matrix multiplier, and evaluate using canonical signed digit representation to further reduce logic utilization. We have implemented these matrices on a large FPGA and provide a cost model that is simple and extensible. These FPGA implementations, on average, reduce latency by 50x up to 86x versus GPU libraries. Comparing against a recent sparse DNN accelerator, we measure a 4.1x to 47x reduction in latency depending on matrix dimension and sparsity. Throughput of the FPGA solution is also competitive for a wide range of matrix dimensions and batch sizes. Finally, we discuss ways these techniques could be deployed in ASICs, making them applicable for dynamic sparse matrix computations.
Machine Learning (ML), particularly Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are seeing increased use in solving complicated tasks in computer vision[1], natural language processing [2], game playing [3], and other domains.

When querying these networks, the primary computational primitive invoked is the matrix-multiply[4], which has seen sparsity[5] as an increasingly common property of such matrices.

The computer architecture community has had great strides in accelerating matrix multiply[6], but fundamentally designs are still limited by sparse indexing and tiling, which are techniques that essentially map a large sparse matrix multiply into many dense matrix multiplications, which make them more efficient.

1.1 Goals

The goal of this work is to minimize the cost of performing sparse matrix multiply by building the required arithmetic from the ground up in a way which nearly eliminates sparse indexing and tiling. We can do this by building the matrix-multiply as a circuit in programmable hardware, which allows us to perform logic minimization and constant propagation in the hardware implementation itself instead of introducing transforms which map sparse computations into dense ones. We begin with a review of the rise of deep learning, and how computational power has driven much of it.
1.2 The Rise of Deep Learning in the Modern Era

Deep Learning (DL) is a form of machine learning which involves approximating functions using deep neural networks. Many researchers point to the ImageNet 2012 challenge as the dawn of modern deep learning, where AlexNet [7] won the competition by a wide margin using a convolutional neural network. After AlexNet, deep learning began to become more and more pervasive in solving computational problems. These methods were also applied to natural language processing, accomplishing tasks such as language translation. [8] The world champion of the game GO was defeated by a machine for the first time by a system called AlphaGO. [3]

1.2.1 Accelerating Machine Learning through Custom Hardware

Much of the AlexNet moment and resurgence of deep learning is attributed to availability of parallel compute, at that time on GPUs. While GPUs are fantastic general purpose parallel machines, the end of Moore’s law has ushered in efforts from computer architects to design Application Specific Integrated Circuits also know as ASICs or “accelerators.” For DNN’s, the primary compute primitive is matrix-multiply. [4]

In academia, one of the early DNN accelerators was DianNao[9], which focused on convolutions. The field began to gain momentum when Google announced that they had built such an accelerator for datacenter inference, which they called Tensor Processing Unit (TPU).[6] At the heart of TPU was, as expected, a very fast matrix multiplier. Following this, NVIDIA introduced small matrix multipliers in their Volta architecture, which they dubbed ”Tensor Cores”. [10]

1.2.2 Tiling a Matrix Multiply

When composing a matrix multiplier, there will always be cases where the desired multiply does not fit in hardware, and must be accomplished by breaking the multiply down into
multiple smaller matrix multiplies that do fit in hardware. We call this "tiling," and it's one of the most expensive operations in DNN acceleration. In fact, how a multiply should be tiled is an active area of research. [11]

As an example, consider a systolic array matrix multiplier as shown in Figure 1.1. It consists of a 2D array of MACs (Multiply-And-Accumulate), which are connected to their neighbors. This is not a fully featured or fleshed out design, but rather a depiction to aid the reader in understanding. We consider an output stationary dataflow, where the output accumulator for each element in the resulting matrix is still at a given position in the array. We stream the input rows across this array, and the weight columns down the array. Each MAC multiplies its two inputs, and then forwards the row input to the right and the column input down. After all the rows and columns are done streaming, the resulting matrix lives in the array itself. Depicted here is a 4x4 systolic array multiplying two 4x4 matrices together.

Now consider a more constrained scenario, where we only have a 2x2 systolic array, but we want to accomplish the same 4x4 matrix multiply, as shown in Figure 1.2

Figure 1.1: Systolic
In this scenario, we must tile the multiply as mentioned earlier. Let’s walk through that example. Figure 1.3 shows a 4x4 matrix multiply being broken down into 4 2x2 multiplies, which are done across time reusing the systolic functional unit. In this case, it not only takes more time, but we need to load each input and weight element twice to stream it through the array twice, which causes thrashing to the memory system and complicates memory accesses. Furthermore, the smaller matrix multiply leaves some memory unused as shown in black.

We again stress that this is a toy example, but the high-level idea is that all matrix-multiply units (whether that be TPU, GPU, CPU, etc) have some capacity. When that capacity is exceeded, tiling the matrix-multiply is costly from a time and memory perspective.
1.2.3 Sparse Indexing

In an effort to reduce the compute and memory needed to perform evaluation of the DNNs, sparsity was introduced to them. [5] Sparsity refers to a portion of matrix entries being 0. When an entry is 0 it does not contribute to the inner product, and therefore that multiply can be skipped.

It’s simple to transform a sparse dot-product into a smaller dense one, using sparse indexing. We can store the indices of all the dense elements in a matrix, and then use those indices to compute the multiply. However, in current accelerator paradigms, this indexing is not free. We have to encode the matrix with some meta-data, which then must be processed by the accelerator to form the multiply. This costs both memory and compute, so there is some optimal tradeoff point. An example is shown in Figure 1.4. We take the weight matrix and encode the location of non-zero elements. When the input comes in, we only load the elements associated with those non-zero elements. This reduces the memory footprint and compute, but comes with overhead. Again, this is a simple example of the myriad of ways there are to do sparse dot-product (and by extension sparse matrix-multiply).

1.2.4 Quantization and Bit-serial Arithmetic

Finally, and particularly relevant to this work, is that DNNs have been shown to work as well when the entries are quantized. The DNN is initially trained using floating-point representation, but then for inference we can use integers. There has been some work on using bit-serial arithmetic to perform integer matrix-multiply more efficiently, which we build on here. [12]
1.3 Related Work

**DNN Accelerators**

In this work we focus on the matrix-multiply in DNNs, which has been the focus of many ground-breaking architectures in this field. Google’s TPU [6] presented a systolic-array for matrix multiply which involved a 2D grid of processing elements with neighbor-to-neighbor communication. Eyeriss[13] focused on convolutions as a primitive, which allowed them to exploit data reuse in the convolution filter process. They introduced a taxonomy of dataflows for accelerators, and presented row-stationary as a key dataflow for convolutions and flexible architectures. EIE [14] encoded sparse DNNs into an intermediate representation, and then decodes this in real time to perform efficient sparse inference. SIGMA[15] adapts the flexible dataflow and reduction trees of MAERI [16], adding in sparsity support through forwarding adder networks.

**Bit-serial accelerators**

Bit-serial arithmetic was an important technique decades ago when parallel arithmetic was too costly. Simple VLSI implementations of bit-serial neural networks [17] were proposed as far back as 1988. More recently, DNN accelerators have used bit-serial arithmetic to support variable precision arithmetic. Essentially, each layer of a DNN has a differing range of weight values, and it’s unnecessary to encode all weights with the same bitwidth. STRIPES [18] presents a bit-serial architecture that enables different precisions on a per-layer basis, quantizing each layer to their required bit-widths. It saves energy by storing and processing only the widths needed, whether narrow or wide. Bit-fusion [19] enables dynamic-precision for inputs as well. Bit-pragmatic [20] and Laconic [12] exploit bit-level sparsity. They detect the bits that are zero and skip those multiplications. In all the above cases, the DNN dimensions often exceed the compute capability of the hardware, so tiling and striding the inner product is regularly employed.
1.4 Summary

We have introduced the matrix-multiply as the key compute kernel in DNN’s, where sparsity is increasingly common. Performing these matrix-multiplies on hardware involves sparse indexing and tiling, which are both inefficient. We reviewed the literature of DNN accelerators as well as specifically bit-serial accelerators. Next, we introduce our novel architecture which transforms a weight matrix into a representative circuit.

The content of this thesis is organized as follows

- Chapter 1 introduced Deep Learning workloads as matrix-multiply and demonstrates the limitations of tiling and sparse indexing
- Chapter 2 presents a novel architecture for implementing a sparse integer matrix-multiply in hardware directly, and evaluates the mapping of this design onto an FPGA
- Chapter 3 evaluates the performance of this FPGA implementation against a GPU and DNN accelerator
- Chapter 4 discusses how a CGRA variant of this architecture could be built which would yield even higher performance
- Chapter 5 concludes
Figure 1.3: A matrix multiply is broken down into tiles, which must be done independently across time. Notice that each input row and weight column is streamed across the systolic array twice as opposed to once in the non-tiled approach. Black squares represent elements in memory we are not using for that tile.
Figure 1.4: Sparse dot-product. The left shows the un-encoded dense multiply. The right transforms this into a simpler operation using encoding.
CHAPTER 2
BASELINE FPGA ARCHITECTURE

In this chapter, we present our novel architecture for sparse matrix-multiply and implement it on an FPGA. As discussed in Chapter 1, machine learning uses matrix multiples to build the majority of the compute graph. These weight matrices are both sparse and large, and can be quantized. Our goal is to take a weight matrix and implement it as a circuit in programmable hardware. Specifically, we want to implement the relation seen in Equation 2.1

\[ o = a^\top V \]  

(2.1)

where \( V \) is a sparse integer weight matrix, and \( a \) is in input vector. This primitive is commonly called SpMV, and can be used to build SpMM, both of which are the basis of many deep learning kernels.

The properties of \( V \) allow us to optimize the logic implementation by performing constant propagation on the matrix to remove the logic corresponding to all zeros; both zeros as whole terms, and bits that are zeros within individual terms. It would be possible to implement these matrices in custom logic (ASIC), but in this work we use an FPGA. The FPGA consists of an array of Lookup Tables (LUTs), Registers (FFs), and programmable interconnect. FPGAs generally include other programmable resources such as embedded multipliers and SRAMs, which we will not consider in this work. The particular FPGA we are using has the capability to re-purpose some of the LUTs into small RAMs or shift registers which are called LUTRAMs.

Our FPGA design flow takes the content of the matrices and compiles it to a physical design consisting of the programmable logic resources and interconnect. This design flow produces an achievable frequency, area, and power estimation.
2.1 The Microarchitecture

Figure 2.1 shows the design of a bit-serial adder, which is the basic building block of bit-serial arithmetic units.

![Figure 2.1: Bit-serial adder](image)

In the bit-serial adder, inputs A and B are shifted into a full-adder one bit each clock cycle, LSb first. The result of the addition (S) is shifted into a result register. The carry is registered as the carry input for the next cycle. This is analogous to manual long addition - add one digit at a time, with any resulting carry being added in the next most significant digit. Rather than chaining the carries through multiple adders "in space", we use a single adder and process the carry "in time". Table Table 2.1 shows an example of a bit-serial addition of $3_{10} + 7_{10} = 10_{10} \leftrightarrow 011_2 + 111_2 = 1010_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>$C_{in}$</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>$C_{out}$</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, we can create a bit-serial subtractor that performs $a - b$ by initializing the carry bit to 1, and adding a NOT gate between $b$’s register and the full adder. This scheme
is equivalent to negating $b$ in two’s complement and then adding it to $a$. In the FPGA, the bit serial adder or subtractor can be mapped to a single 6-input LUT and two registers. The timing path that determines the frequency for this design (the critical path) will be very short: a single stage of logic, the setup to the flop, and any interconnect delay between the components.

**Single-bit dot-product** Using these primitives, we now build a single-bit dot-product, as described below:

$$s = \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i \times b_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

Where $a, b$ are N-length vectors whose elements are 1-bit wide, and $s$ is a scalar integer. Because we are multiplying single bits, we can realize the multiplication with a simple AND gate. After multiplying each pair of elements, we reduce the partial sums through a tree of bit-serial adders.

**Multi-bit input** We can extend this design to support one of the operands, $a$, being multiple bits wide. We hold the single-bit vector $b$ fixed, and stream the multi-bit vector through the circuit one bit at a time from LSb to MSb using a shift register for each dimension. Similarly, we capture the result in a shift register. One can think of this circuit as summing the elements of $a$ that are selected by a Boolean vector $b$. This design is shown in Figure 2.2a.
Figure 2.2: a) Multi-bit by fixed single-bit dot-product with tree reduction and shift registers (N=4) (trapezoids represent bit-serial adders, which have flip-flips between each stage but are omitted for brevity)  

b) Setting $b = [1\ 1\ 0\ 1]$ reduces the circuit

Note that because this is merely summing the dimensions selected by $b$, this circuit works for both signed and unsigned $a$ inputs. To ensure signed inputs produce the correct sign bit, we sign extend the input $a$ from the shift register until the computation has finished.

Given that our boolean vector $b$ is fixed, consider a given element $b_i$. If this element is set to 1, the input to the AND gate is 1, so the output of the AND gate will just be the
associated \( a_i \). In this case, we can cull the AND gate entirely and connect the input \( a_i \) directly to the bit serial adder. On the other hand, if the element is 0, the AND gate will have a fixed 0 input and therefore its output will always be 0. Furthermore, one of the inputs to the bit-serial adder is now a fixed 0, so the adder is just passing the other value forward. In this case, the adder is acting as a D-flip-flop. This means we can not only cull the AND gate, but we can also replace the adder with a single flip-flop, which reduces the cost significantly. Put simply, we can greatly reduce the cost of this circuit by fixing \( b \), and the cost should be proportional to the number of bits set in \( b \). **This optimization is the fundamental minimization technique in our design.** An example of this reduction can be seen in Figure 2.2b. We will revisit this idea in Section section 2.2.

**Multi-bit input and weight** Finally, we can combine multiple of these multi-bit by 1-bit dot-products to create a full multi-bit dot-product. This allows the dot-product of two integer vectors, each with its own bit-width. Because each dot-product in the previous circuit occurs at the bit-level in \( b \), we merely need to create such a circuit for each bit position in \( b \), and then combine the results for each bit position.

Luckily, the bit-serial adders already have this capability by shifting in time. For example, to make a 2-bit dot-product circuit, we make one circuit for the MSb, and one for the LSb. The results of the two are combined by feeding the LSb result into a bit-serial adder, and then feeding the MSb result, delayed by 1 cycle, into the same bit-serial adder, which then outputs into a shift register to capture the final result. Delaying the MSb result by one cycle effectively multiplies it by 2. To extend this idea to arbitrary bit-width, we just create a chain of bit-serial adders, where the bottom input is the previous link in the chain, and the top input is the corresponding bit. In this case, the result of a bit position is delayed accordingly. A multi-bit example is shown in Figure 2.3. Notice that the MSb is fed into a bit-serial adder along with 0, which becomes a D flip-flop.
This architecture works for signed inputs and unsigned inputs, but the weights are unsigned. An easy way to implement signed weights is to separate the positive and negative terms of the $b$ vector into two separate unsigned vectors, and simply subtract the two resultant streams. Because the number of ones in the two matrices is conserved by this transform, it makes almost no impact on the total area, and adds a single cycle to the latency.

**Vector-matrix product**  Now that we have a unit to perform dot-products, we can complete this matrix-multiplier by creating a dot-product unit for each column in the matrix. Then, we just broadcast the input on each row to all columns, and that results in a matrix multiplier, which takes shape as shown in Figure 2.4. (Full bit-serial circuits are omitted here for brevity)
Because the computations are parallelized across the matrix columns, and then again across each bit-position, the latency for this design is described in Equation 2.3:

\[
\text{Latency} = BW_i + BW_w + \log_2 R + 2
\]  

(2.3)

Where \(BW_i\) and \(BW_w\) are the bitwidth of the input and weights respectively, and \(R\) is the number of rows in the matrix. We incur the input width to stream the input in, the output width to stream the output out, and our adder tree is logarithmic in depth. We incur a single cycle to accumulate across bit positions and an additional cycle to subtract the positive and negative weight matrices. For example, given 8-bit inputs and weights and a 1024x1024 weight matrix, we perform the vector-matrix product in \(8 + 8 + \log_2(1024) + 2 = 28\) cycles.

### 2.2 RTL Synthesis Results

In this section, we seek to understand the behaviour of our design by studying it on small matrices. We extend the insights here to larger matrices in Section section 2.4. Recall the optimization from Section section 2.1 that if a bit in the weight-matrix is 0, we can cull the AND gate and bit-serial adder, replacing it with a simple D flip-flop. We coded our design
in SystemVerilog and ran synthesis in Xilinx Vivado 2020.2 targeting Xilinx UltraScale+ devices [21]. If our design behaves as expected, the hardware cost should be proportional to the number of bits set in the weight matrix. To test this, we randomly initialized a series of 64x64 weight matrices at 8-bit precision. For each bit in the weight matrix, we sample from a Bernoulli distribution, where the $p$ parameter is equal to $(1 - \text{bit sparsity})$. That is to say, the bit-sparsity of the weight matrix is the number of bits that are 0 out of the total number of bits. 0% bit-sparse means all bits are 1, 50% means the bits are uniformly random between 0 and 1, and 100% means all bits are 0. This gives us a straightforward way to measure the cost of these matrices.

Figure 2.5 shows synthesis results for sweeping bit-sparsity from 0% to 100%. We report utilization of LUTs, FFs, and LUTRAMs.

[Graph showing hardware utilization vs bit-sparsity]

As expected, the total hardware cost of our architecture is linear with respect to the number of bits set in the weight matrix.

This illustrates that our architecture effectively exploits bit-level sparsity to reduce the
cost of fixed-matrix multiplication. Recent advances in neural-networks and architecture have similarly sought to exploit element-level sparsity to make computations more efficient. [22, 23] By element-level sparsity, we mean a portion of the weights being 0, so there is no need to multiply by them. Because bit-level sparsity is a super-set of element-level sparsity, we wanted to know if our design was ineffective given an element-sparse matrix. To test this, we randomly initialized a set of matrices, where the weights are sampled from a uniform distribution of all possible values for the given bit-width. In this case, the matrix is 50% bit-sparse, as every bit has an equal probability of being 0 or 1. We then randomly replace matrix elements with 0 until we reach a desired level of element-sparsity. Taking these samples, we convert the element-sparse value into a bit-sparse value, and compare the two approaches. This second experiment encourages bits to gather in individual elements, rather than the bit-sparse experiment which encouraged bits to be spread out. Figure 2.6 shows our findings and plots them against the original experiment.

![Figure 2.6: Cost of Element Sparse Matrix Compared To Bit-Sparse Matrix](image)

Here, (es) and (bs) designate Element Sparse and Bit-Sparse schemes respectively. While results do not match exactly, they are within an acceptable noise margin.

The graph shows us that it doesn’t matter if the bits are concentrated or not. The two
lines are nearly identical, which means that we don’t have to make any concessions to support element-sparse designs. Unlike most sparse accelerators, this design exploits sparsity in the elements when matrix entries are zero, and also elicits great benefit from elements being powers-of-two.

Figure 2.7 shows the LUT and FF utilization vs matrix size. The cost is quadratic with respect to matrix dimension and therefore linear with respect to the number of elements. This implies there is little optimization our RTL flow is doing across weight elements. In other words, large matrices are no more and no less dense than smaller matrices.

![Hardware Utilization vs Matrix Size for random 8-bit integers](image)

**Figure 2.7: Hardware Utilization vs Matrix Size for random 8-bit integers**

We also explore the cost function with respect to the bit-width of the weights. Figure 2.8 shows the cost of a 64x64 matrix, sweeping the weights bit-width from 1-bit to 32-bit. Because the architecture performs 1-bit dot-products for each bit-position, and then accumulates the results, we would expect there to be little cross-bit optimizations. Indeed, we observe a linear LUT and FF cost with respect to the bit-width of the weights.
2.3 Canonical Signed Digit

In an effort to reduce the cost of the multiplier, we consider Canonical Signed Digit (CSD) representations [24]. CSD decomposes an unsigned integer into a sum of a positive and negative integers, where the positive and negative integer together have fewer set bits than the original number. For example, consider the following:

\[ 15_{10} = 16_{10} - 1_{10} \leftrightarrow 1111_2 = 10000_2 - 0001_2 \]

Notice that we can decompose a number that had four bits set to the difference of two numbers which each have one bit set, for a total of two. Do also take note that the bit-width of the decomposition is one wider than the original. Recall that the cost function of our multiplier is the number of bits set, so this shows promise in our case. We transform
Equation 2.1 using:

\[ V \equiv P - N \Rightarrow o = a^\top (P - N) = (a^\top P) - (a^\top N) \]  

(2.4)

To transform V into N and P, we apply the algorithm in Listing 2.1 element-wise, placing positive elements in P, and placing the absolute value of negative elements in N. In short, the algorithm searches for strings of consecutive 1 bits, which we call a chain. If a chain is length 1, nothing is done. If a chain is length 2, we flip a coin. On heads, we replace the chain with a +1 in the bit position one-past that of the MSb in the chain and a -1 at the LSb in the chain. On tails, we leave the original representation. For chains of length 3 and greater, we perform the same replacement that we do for heads on length 2. We introduce the random variable to balance the decomposition, since a transformation of a length 2 chain has no benefit and no detriment.

When operating on signed weights, we perform a CSD transform on both the positive and negative weight matrices. Positive elements that result from CSD remain in the original matrix, and negative elements are transferred to the opposite weight matrix.

```python
def convert_to_csd(num_bin_list):
    local_list = list(num_bin_list)
    target = [0] * (len(local_list) + 1)
    local_list.reverse()
    chain_start = -1  # are we in a chain?
    for i in range(len(target)):
        if i < len(local_list):
            bit = local_list[i]
        else:
            bit = 0
        if bit == 0:
            if chain_start == -1:  # no chain
                target[i] = 0  # nothing to be done here
            else:
```
# We terminate a chain, how long is it?

chain_length = i - chain_start

if chain_length == 1:  # leave it alone
    target[chain_start] = 1

elif chain_length == 2:  # a chain of two
    if bool(random.getrandbits(1)):
        # do the substitution
        target[chain_start] = -1
        target[i] = 1
    else:
        target[chain_start] = 1
        target[i-1] = 1

else:  # will get benefit
    target[chain_start] = -1
    target[i] = 1
    chain_start = -1  # not in a chain anymore

else:  # bit == 1
    if chain_start == -1:
        chain_start = i
    target.reverse()

return target

Listing 2.1: CSD Conversion Algorithm

Figure 2.9 shows the resource utilization when CSD is applied to random matrices of varying element-sparsity. Note that the x-axis is element-sparsity and not bit-sparsity.
CSD results are strictly better than the naive implementation. In this experiment, all the numbers are uniform random. CSD applies equally to them and reduces the hardware by 17% for any level of element-sparsity. In other words, CSD always makes numbers more bit-sparse, which reduces the cost of our architecture. We would expect these savings to improve for larger weight bitwidths.

2.4 Large Scale Design Results

The prior sections looked at the logic synthesis results of small matrices. In this section, we show the scaling of these techniques to much larger matrices. Our experiments in this section use square matrices with dimensions of 512 and 1024, with 8-bit signed weights. We consider element sparsity from 40% to 98%. We use a split matrix to deal with the signed weights, and the split matrices are generated by either splitting positive and negative terms (PN) or by using the CSD technique previously described. The results of these two matrices are fed to an array of final bit-serial subtractors to complete the signed matrix.
implementation. We "wrap" the matrix multiplier with a small design that feeds inputs from an SRAM, and captures results in that same SRAM. This design wrapper only adds a few extra LUTs and registers. We run synthesis and place and route on these designs and set a timing constraint of 450MHz. Our target FPGA is the Xilinx XCVU13P [21], which is a 16nm device containing four chiplets in the package (called Super Logic Regions or SLRs). This device has a capacity of 1.7M 6-input LUTs and 3.4M logic flip-flops.

The LUT and register counts as a function of ones in the matrix is plotted in Figure 2.10. The PN and CSD points are based on the identical original signed matrix. The trend lines show the strong correspondence with the resource counts and the number of ones. LUTs are essentially equivalent to the number of ones, and there are two registers per LUT. CSD reduces both the number of ones in the matrix and the resulting resource counts.

Figure 2.10: Large Scale Area Results: The very strong linear relationship between matrix ones and FPGA resources is obvious.

The process of FPGA design does not always meet the specified timing constraint. Figure 2.11 shows the achieved frequency (Fmax) of these designs after placement and
routing. All the paths within these designs have at most one LUT between flops, which means that the frequency is primarily a result of the interconnect delays between LUTs and flops. Other components, such as the SRAMs have a maximum frequency that exceeds 600MHz. There is some noise in these results, but the trends are that bigger matrices run slower. As the matrices get bigger, two mechanisms impact the routing delay:

- The initial layer has a large fanout, approximately corresponding to the dimension times the sparsity. Nets that have a fanout of 100s can have delays of several nanoseconds, which becomes the critical path.

- Nets cross the chiplet boundaries, and those routes have significantly slower propagation delays.

![Graph](image)

Figure 2.11: Large Scale Frequency Results: Increasing fanout of the first stage and the spanning of multiple chiplets increase the critical path delay and decrease maximum frequency.

Each of the four SLRs within the FPGA have a maximum capacity of 425k LUTs. After about 80% of LUTs are used the tools can struggle. Figure 2.11 has tick marks illustrating
the 82% thresholds of SLR capacity. Within one SLR, the frequencies range from 597MHz to 445MHz. Designs requiring 2 SLRs range from 296MHz to 400MHz. Matrices bigger than 2 SLRs seem relatively consistent between 225MHz and 250MHz. Both the fanout and chiplet crossing problems could be addressed by adding registers to perform the fanout and chiplet crossings in multiple cycles. These optimizations are not represented here.

The other limit to the frequency is power. Figure 2.12 plots the estimated total power consumption of this device scaled to run at the maximum achievable frequency. These results were obtained from the Vivado tool based on the default assumptions about switching activity. Under medium settings for airflow and heatsink, the thermal power limit of this FPGA is approximately 150W, which we approach at high dimension and low sparsity.

![Figure 2.12: Large Scale Power Results: Note the sublinear increase due to the decreasing achievable frequency. Under medium cooling assumptions, this FPGA has a limit of about 150W.](image-url)
2.5 Summary

This chapter builds the foundational architecture for our bit-serial matrix multiplier. We show a design which culls away bit-level multiplications by 0. We do so by decomposing the dot-product into a series of boolean dot-products, and then performing constant propagation through the circuit. This allows the hardware utilized to be a function of the number of set bits in the weight matrix. We further reduce hardware utilization using a CSD transform on the weight matrix. We study the hardware utilization, frequency, and power of varying weight matrices on the FPGA. In the next chapter, we evaluate the performance of these implementations against a GPU and SIGMA.
CHAPTER 3
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate our design, we evaluate the FPGA implementations from Chapter 2 directly against state-of-the-art sparse multiplication libraries on GPU, and also against a recent sparse DNN accelerator.

3.1 Evaluation

3.1.1 GPU Benchmarks

We compare our results against the Volta V100 GPU from NVIDIA. The V100 is built in 12nm technology, whereas the UltraScale+ FPGA is 16nm. The more recent Ampere Architecture from NVIDIA includes hardware support for sparsity up to 50%, but is unfortunately unavailable to us for this study. We use two libraries for the GPU benchmarks: cuSPARSE [25], and a recently published optimized kernel [26]. Neither of these libraries support integer arithmetic, so we are using FP16 as a best-case proxy. We run the FPGA at the maximum frequency achieved after place-and-route, which can be seen in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.

For both of these configurations, we initialize a random weight matrix using the same scheme as described previously. We transfer this to the device and allow the given library to perform any necessary optimizations before timing. Then, we randomly initialize a dense vector, and repeatedly multiply this vector by the matrix so that all caches and memory systems are warm. We do this for 1000 iterations and take the latency to be the mean iteration time. In this case, the latency is measured from the devices memory, through the arithmetic, and back to memory - which is identical to our FPGA implementation.
**Sweeping dimension** Our first experiment demonstrates latency performance as a function of array dimensions at 98% element sparsity. We sweep the matrix dimension from 64x64 to 4096x4096 in powers of two. The results are shown in Figure 3.1 with actual latency numbers and in Figure 3.2 as comparative speedup. The "Optimized Kernel" is the library in [26].

![Figure 3.1: Latency (ns) of varying 98% element sparse matrices](image_url)
Notice that in all cases, our FPGA latency is less than 120ns, whereas the GPU cannot break the $1\mu$s barrier. When the matrix size is less than 512x512, the GPU performance is nearly constant. This indicates the GPU is underutilized and therefore latency bound. GPUs possess incredible throughput using techniques like thread-level parallelism, memory latency hiding, double-buffering, and others. However, all these techniques require the GPU to spawn many more threads than the arithmetic can handle, swapping threads in and out to maximize utilization. In the low-latency regime, these techniques introduce overhead which cannot be overcome, even with the Optimized Kernel. Our solution configures the hardware to exactly support the matrix in question, leading to astounding latency. When the GPU is latency-bound, its latency does not increase for larger matrices. Our solution pays a constant cost to stream the inputs and outputs, but the number of cycles spent reducing partial sum increases logarithmically with matrix size. Furthermore, increasing the matrix size decreases our highest achievable clock frequency. In the GPU’s latency-bound regime, we see our speedup fall from 86x to 60x. However, at 1024x1024, the GPU is utilized and
is no longer latency-bound, so it begins to see linear scaling with respect to matrix size. Because our solution scales logarithmically in cycles, we see our speedup leveling off at 50x due to the slower clock.

**Sweeping sparsity** Our next experiment considers the average latency as a function of matrix sparsity at a fixed dimension of 1024x1024. The results are show in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 with average latency and speedup, respectively. Element sparsity is swept from 70% to 98%. Recall that our solution’s latency in cycles does not depend on sparsity, but we can clock the design faster as sparsity increases. The GPU sees decreasing latency with increasing sparsity because it needs to operate on fewer elements and the cost of indexing is amortized. For cuSPARSE, increasing sparsity from 70% to 85% sees large reductions in latency as the library reduces the amount of compute to be done. The optimized kernel comparatively spends less time indexing and has higher performance at lower sparsity. In both cases, the compute reduction from 70% to 85% is effective and sees our speedup go from 77x to 72x. As sparsity increases further, the GPU again becomes underutilized and both the latency and speedup level off, yielding a minimum speedup of 60x. Again, the GPU is unable to break the 1µs barrier, whereas our solution stays under 120ns.
Figure 3.3: Latency of varying sparsity

Figure 3.4: Speedup of varying sparsity
**Batching**  We have illustrated the advantage of our architecture for latency-sensitive scenarios, which is our targeted case. In this next experiment, we compare throughput of the GPU solution versus our solution. Previous experiments, because of the recurrence, were done with a batch size of 1, which underutilizes the GPU’s pipelined resources. In this experiment, we change the GPU’s computation to perform matrix-matrix multiplication, where the number of columns in the multiplicand matrix is the ”batch-size”, borrowing terminology from DNN processing. We again randomly initialize a fixed weight matrix with 95% sparsity and signed 8-bit integers. We choose 95% sparsity to give the GPU ample headroom. We sweep the batch size from 1 to 64, reporting the speedup of our solution compared to the GPU. We are still measuring latency, but in the higher batch sizes, the reciprocal of the latency will approach the maximum throughput of the GPU.

Figure 3.5 presents our results for a 1024x1024 weight matrix, and multiplying a batch_size x 1024 random dense matrix.

![Graph showing speedup for varying batch sizes](image)

**Figure 3.5: Speedup against V100 for varying batch size (matrix = 1024x1024, 95% sparse)**

Batch-size 1 is a comparison of pure latency. As batch size increases, the speedup is comparing achievable throughput.
Figure 3.6 presents our results for a 64x64 weight matrix, and multiplying a batch size x 64 random dense matrix.

![Speedup Graph](image)

**Figure 3.6:** Speedup against V100 for varying batch size (matrix = 64x64, 95% sparse) Batch-size 1 is a comparison of pure latency. As batch size increases, the speedup is comparing achievable throughput.

As expected, the latency for the GPU solution scales sub-linearly with respect to batch size. As the GPU becomes more utilized, it’s able to overlap computation and memory to take full advantage of the massive parallelism. Because our architecture is built for vector products, we have to stream the columns of the input matrix in one-by-one, which yields to linear scaling. Because our solution begins with such a lead, it’s able to stream multiple batches before the GPU can reach the same performance. This means our solution is still lower latency at small batch sizes. In the 1024 case, our solution is still marginally better due to the GPU already being close to utilized with the large matrix. With 64x64, the GPU has more computational intensity to fill before it becomes utilized.

The TDP of our FPGA is 150W, while the V100 is 300W, but these numbers are not reliable for accurate run-time comparisons. Given the disparity between the platforms, it
is very difficult to accurately compare power consumption between these two solutions. There is a difference in the process technology. The FPGA and GPU also have a different set of peripherals associated with them, that may or may not be active. The dynamic power will be different based on the specific variations of the random weights and activations, which is exacerbated by the int8 vs fp16 difference. Finally, the different boards have different methods to monitor power consumption on their different supply rails. However, we believe that the efficiency gains shown here are due to fundamental computational simplification, and it would be reasonable to assume that the dynamic power would be correspondingly lower.

3.1.2 DNN Accelerator Benchmarks

We also consider the state-of-the-art in Sparse DNN acceleration: SIGMA [15]. SIGMA similarly relies on an input broadcast and reduction tree to perform matrix-multiplication. We reached out to the authors and were given their cycle-accurate simulator. In their paper, they design SIGMA as a 128x128 array of fp16 processing elements (PEs) clocked at 500MHz. To approximate process technology node differences and the change to int8 from fp16, we assume that SIGMA can be clocked at 1GHz. We run SIGMA with the weight matrix stationary and stream the input in to minimize latency.

**Sweeping dimension** We repeat a similar suite of experiments as before. We sweep the dimension of 98% element-sparse matrices. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the latency and speedup respectively.
For small dimensions, SIGMA does report nanosecond-scale latency due to its input.
broadcast and reduction tree. Furthermore, small, sparse matrices easily fit into the PE grid, so there is little overhead from tiling. However, after 1024x1024, the elements no longer fit in the PE grid and the computation must be tiled. This invokes extra SRAM use and transitions SIGMA into the memory-bound region, where it sees linear scaling. This yields a 4.1x speedup for our solution in the worst case, but we quickly gain a 25x advantage as the matrix size increases.

**Sweeping sparsity**  Moving on, Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 report the latency and speedup of a 1024x1024 matrix, sweeping element-sparsity.

![Latency of FPGA and SIGMA for varying sparsity (1024x1024)](image)

Figure 3.9: Latency of FPGA and SIGMA for varying sparsity (1024x1024)
The advantage of SIGMA is that it only maps non-zero weight and activation pairs to PEs. If this union can fit into the PE grid, no tiling is done. As we expect, the size of this set is directly related to the sparsity, and SIGMA sees huge latency improvements as sparsity increases, taking it into the nanosecond regime. However, even 90% sparsity and below is enough to push it back into the microsecond regime, which yields a large advantage to our design.

**Batching** Finally, we compare matrix-matrix multiplication between our solution and SIGMA. We repeat the same batching test and the result is shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Speedup against SIGMA of varying batch-size (1024x1024, 95%) Batch-size 1 is a comparison of pure latency. As batch size increases, the speedup is comparing achievable throughput.

Because SIGMA is able to fill its PE array with sparse entries at small batches, it doesn’t have as much to gain as a GPU when transitioning from vector to matrix products. At batch-size 2, SIGMA does find opportunity to utilize more PEs and our advantage decreases. However, batch-size 4 and beyond quickly see SIGMA in the memory-bound region again, which causes the speedup to saturate at 5.4x.

3.2 Summary

We evaluate our FPGA design against the state of the art from research and industry. Against V100, our solution is competitive in latency and all sizes and sparsities. This is due to software overhead in the GPU and computational capacity. SIGMA largely solves the overhead due to sparsity detection, but is still limited by hardware capacity. We show our solution is competitive to both in terms of throughput. In the next chapter, we discuss what an ASIC version of this design might look like.
CHAPTER 4
FUTURE WORK: BUILDING AN ASIC

For the given use case, our design has two major limitations: 1) the fanout of the input broadcast saturates the interconnect resources of the FPGA and limits frequency. 2) we are bound by the number of 6-input LUTs in the FPGA, which limits the number of set bits we have in the weight matrix. Creating a CGRA architecture could solve both of these issues. We could employ a broadcast-friendly pipelined interconnect network for the inputs, similar to the Benes network in SIGMA. Furthermore, a 6-input LUT is made using 64 SRAM bits of 6 transistors each, with 64 MUX T-gates of 2 transistors each, which yields a total of 512 transistors for every LUT. A full-adder uses 16 or fewer transistors [27], which is 1/32 the cost. A CGRA implementation of our design would see a grid of full-adders and flip-flops, with a flexible tree-like interconnect to perform partial sums and broadcast interconnect for the input. This approach would allow for higher compute density at higher frequencies.

Even with these optimizations, there may be instances where the compute matrix cannot entirely fit in hardware and must be tiled similar to DNN accelerators. To amortize the cost of loading and moving weights, DNN inference accelerators often employ batching to perform the multiplication of multiple vectors with the same matrix, which saves power by reducing the movement of matrix weights. Our approach eliminates the movement of matrix weights by programming them into an interconnect matrix and takes further advantage by propagating the constants within the matrix. The time to modify the interconnect matrix of the FPGA is on the order of 200ms, which limits its practicality in moving weights during runtime.

However, the feed-forward topology of this network allows for the approach of pipeline reconfiguration [28]. Pipeline configuration is the ability to configure hardware cycle-by-
cycle as the pipeline fills. This concept would allow a reconfigurable platform with nearly zero configuration overhead time to change the matrix weights. Pipeline configuration is not supported in conventional FPGAs, but we could support it in a custom CGRA architecture. As the partial sums travel down the tree, the levels above the current accumulation can be reconfigured as their state is no longer needed. One can think of "waves" of configuration travelling down the tree, where some parts of the tree are reconfiguring and some parts are computing. This is analogous to double-buffering in DNN processing.

We plan to explore these optimizations in future work.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

We present an architecture for performing integer matrix-vector multiplication. The cost and power of our implementations scale exactly with the number of non-zero terms in the matrix. Bit serial implementations allow for us to support matrices with up to 1.5 million ones, as large as 1024x1024 eight-bit matrix at a sparsity of 60%. These products can be produced with nanosecond-scale latencies, which is 2-3 orders of magnitude faster than a GPU, and 4-47x faster than a sparse accelerator. Throughput is also competitive, especially for large matrices. Given an FPGA’s slow configuration time, these techniques are primarily suitable to computations where the matrix is essentially fixed, and where low latency is critical, such as reservoir computing. However, a customized programmable device for this approach could pipeline the configuration, thus effectively hiding it, and enable this approach to work for dynamic sparse matrices.
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